
 

 

 

     

 

Pandemic Credit Union Hero Story 
Submitted By:  Terry Ziemba, AVP Branch Administration/Cash Management 

 

Samantha Cahill, Branch Specialist Float at Greylock Federal Credit Union 
 

I would like to share a Pandemic Credit Union Story about Samantha Cahill and recognize her for 

a Pandemic Credit Union Hero Award. Sam’s heartfelt compassion to help others reflects 

exemplary, going above and beyond actions during the pandemic that have certainly impacted 

our members, in a positive and genuine way. 
     

Sam found herself helping a deaf member, while covering as an MSR in one of the branches. The 

member experienced fraud on his debit card, his handwriting was barely legible and his primary 

way of communicating was through American Sign Language. She worked with him for almost 

two hours slowly writing things out back and forth, and the member taught her a few signs in the 

process. He was so thankful that Sam took the time to help him and try to literally speak his 

language. And Sam was so moved by this interaction and the challenges deaf and hard of hearing 

members face, during the pandemic mask mandates, that she spent her downtime learning basic 

banking related sign language and the fingerspelling alphabet. Knowing with masks in place and 

lips not visible to read and voices muffled, Sam made a commitment to learn ASL to improve her 

ability to communicate more comfortably and effectively with them. 

The member response has been extremely positive because as a rule deaf and hard of hearing 

people don’t expect others to know sign language; so, when an employee of their Credit Union 

does - it makes them feel valued and appreciate Greylock as an organization that much more, for 

being inclusive and sensitive to their needs. 

Samantha Cahill truly “lives and leads” with HEART! Her noteworthy actions represent the true 

meaning of a Credit Union Pandemic Hero and I believe Sam is worthy of recognition for her 

selfless efforts, during these incredibly challenging times.  

 

          We Love to Help and it Shows! 


